
GASPI-SHAN	Benchmarks	–	Heat	
The following is a description from the Heat benchmark Readme: 

 

Implementation	
The GASPI SHAN implementation for the Heat Benchmark follows the general 
guidelines from the INTERTWinE Deliverable D3.3: We use the GASPI setup for 
minimal resource requirements (with config.build_infrastructure = 
GASPI_TOPOLOGY_NONE), split the MPI communicator and create a 
communicator for shared memory. We then allocate the solver memory in shared 
memory (via calls to ‘shan_alloc_shared’ and ‘shan_get_shared_ptr’, initialize the 
SHAN library (‘shan_comm_init_comm’) and subsequently get the pointers for the 
rank-local data structures (‘shan_comm_type_offset’). We initialize the data types 
and replace MPI_Recv and MPI_Send with calls to ‘shan_comm_test4Recv’ and 
‘shan_comm_notify_or_write’ respectively. Completion of send operations is verified 
via a call to ‘shan_comm_test4Send’.  

We have implemented two different GASPI-SHAN versions for the heat benchmark, 
010.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp and 011.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp. 

010.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp	
The 010.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp SHAN implementation uses a series of 
dependencies in order to set up a task-graph structure. For every possible 
calculation (for an entire column in this case) we test whether the data dependencies 
are met for every possible solver step. If conditions for a specific solver step cannot 
be met within one of the columns (e.g. the test for completion of send fails, which in 
this case would indicate that a neighboring rank has not yet read the data) the 
algorithm will test the conditions in the next column and try to complete the required 
operations. The following code fragments exhibits part of this algorithm: for every 
timestep all required dependencies are set as invalid and the algorithm subsequently 
attempts to meet the dependencies until all columns have been processed. 

The Heat simulation uses an iterative Gauss-Seidel method to solve the heat 
equation, which is a parabolic partial differential equation that describes the 
distribution of heat (or variation in temperature) in a given region over time. 

The heat equation is of fundamental importance in a wide range of science fields. 
In mathematics, it is the parabolic partial differential equation par excellence. In 
statistics, it is related to the study of the Brownian motion. Also, the diffusion 
equation is a generic version of the heat equation, and it is related to the study of 
chemical diffusion processes. 



 

011.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp	
The 011.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp is almost identical to the 010.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp 
version. The main difference here is due to the fact that this version attempts to solve 
all dependencies independently of the actual iteration time. To this end 
011.solver_gaspi_shan.cpp implements an iteration counter per column. The solver 
loop then becomes a single loop with dimension number_of_timesteps x 
number_of_columns. 

 

  for (int type_id = 0; type_id < nby - 2; ++type_id)  
    { 
        stage[type_id].sendFirst = false; 
        stage[type_id].recvUpper = false; 
        stage[type_id].recvLower = false; 
        stage[type_id].testFirst = false; 
        stage[type_id].solve     = false; 
        stage[type_id].sendLast  = false; 
        stage[type_id].testLast  = false; 
        stage[type_id].complete  = false; 
    } 
 
    while (num_blocks < nby - 2) 
    { 
        for (int type_id = 0; type_id < nby - 2; ++type_id)  
       { 
            if (!stage[type_id].complete) 
            { 
                if (rank != 0) 
                { 
                    TrySendFirstComputeRow(conf, rank, type_id 
                                           , true 
                                           , &stage[type_id].sendFirst 
                        ); 
                    TryReceiveUpperBorder(conf, rank, type_id 
                                          , true 
                                          , &stage[type_id].recvUpper 
                        ); 
                } 
                // more dependencies 
          } 
} 

   while (num_blocks < (nby - 2) * timesteps) 
    { 
        for (int type_id = 0; type_id < nby - 1; ++type_id)  
        { 
            if (!stage[type_id].complete) 
            { 
                if (rank != 0) 
                { 
                    TrySendFirstComputeRow(conf, rank, type_id 
                                           , true 
                                           , &stage[type_id].sendFirst 
                        ); 
                    TryReceiveUpperBorder(conf, rank, type_id 
                                          , true 
                                          , &stage[type_id].recvUpper 
                        ); 
                } 
                // more dependencies 
          } 
} 



Evaluation	
We tested the heat benchmark on 4 different Intel Platforms: Intel Knights Landing 
and Intel Haswell (both as a single node); Intel Ivy Bridge at Archer and Intel Sandy 
Bridge. 

Intel	KNL	1x64	cores	
The heat benchmark allows the benchmark to be run with different tile sizes. The 
benchmark operates on a rectangular grid of a given dimension. Rows are split 
equally between participating processes. The smaller the tile size on a given grid, the 
more rows a process will have. On the other hand the number of columns grows in 
equal manner with shrinking tiles. Information flows starting from the first process 
towards the last process. At the same time, for every completed column, the first row 
needs to be communicated back to the previous process.   
There is a significant advantage here in using small tiles: when processing in column 
direction and sending required information to the next process, this process can start 
much sooner, as the time to process a single column shrinks with the column size. 
The ramp up time required until all processes are starting to operate then shrinks 
with small tiles. The drawback here is that for every column a process needs to 
establish a separate communication exchange. For the KNL for example, with a grid 
size of 32,768 and a tile size of 8x8, we have 4,096 rows and columns. Every thread 
will have to process 16 rows and 4,096 columns, and for every column we need to 
exchange information for the next thread. In MPI, the required information on which 
column is being exchanged is carried in the MPI tag. The results on the KNL show 
that MPI never was meant to operate this way: The SHAN interface here outperforms 
MPI by a factor of more than 20. For SHAN on the other hand we use a SHAN type 
instead of a tag. As SHAN types have their own resources, and sending of data on 
the lowest level only amounts to triggering a write fence with a subsequent increment 
of an atomic counter this speedup is actually not surprising. For a tile size of 128x128 
every thread needs to exchange a single column.  Any remaining performance 
benefit here is due to the fact that the SHAN library avoids creating a linear buffer 
and only needs a single copy instead of two for the intra-node message exchange. 

 
Figure 1: Heat Performance 64, 128, 256 ranks, Intel Knights Landing. 

Intel	Haswell	2x18	cores	
For the Intel Haswell Node with 2x18 cores we see a similar picture as for Intel KNC, 
but much less pronounced. Obviously, the stronger single core performance of an 
Intel Haswell is able to handle MPI communication much faster. 



 
Figure 2: Heat Performance 36,72 ranks, Intel Haswell 

Intel	Sandy	Bridge	2x8	cores	
For the Intel Sandy Bridge with 2x8 cores we have run tests ranging from 1 to 32 
nodes (Infiniband QDR Interconnect). Here we have used GASPI notified 
communication to exchange data between non-local ranks. We observe that we 
obtain identical performance for the case of a single column being exchanged 
between two neighboring ranks. For all the other cases we again observe high 
speedups for GASPI SHAN. We note that the best performance overall here indeed 
can be achieved by using very small 8x8 tiles.  

 
Figure 3: Heat Performance 1x16-16x16 ranks, Intel Sandy Bridge 

Intel	Ivy	Bridge	2x12	cores	
For the Intel Ivy Bridge with 2x12 cores (Cray Aries Interconnect) we have run 
benchmarks tests across more programming models than just GASPI-SHAN or flat 
MPI: 



 
We here observe a similar pattern to the previous architectures and benchmarks. 
Slightly surprising here is the fact that the task models used in this comparison do 
not scale very well, when deployed across multiple nodes. There is however one 
major exception to this rule and that is 06.heat_mpi_ompss_tasks_interop. For 
large tile sizes this version outperforms all other versions and indeed also yields the 
best performance overall. 

• 03.heat_mpi : (Naïve) parallel version using MPI. It divides horizontally the 2-D 
matrix and each MPI process is responsible for computing its assigned rows. 

• 04.heat_mpi_ompss_forkjoin : Parallel version using MPI + OmpSs-2. It uses 
a fork-join parallelization strategy, where computation phases are parallelized 
with tasks and communication phases are sequential. 

• 05.heat_mpi_ompss_tasks: Parallel version using MPI + OmpSs-2 tasks. Both 
computation and communication are parallelized with tasks. However, 
communication tasks are serialized declaring a dependency on a sentinel 
variable. This is to prevent deadlocks between processes, since 
communications tasks perform blocking MPI calls. 

• 06.heat_mpi_ompss_tasks_interop : Parallel version using MPI + OmpSs-2 
tasks + Interoperability library. This version disables the artificial dependency 
on the sentinel variable, so communication tasks can run totally in parallel. 
The interoperability library is in charge of intercepting the blocking MPI calls to 
avoid the blocking of the underlying hardware thread. 

• 08.heat_mpi_nbuffer: Parallel version using MPI, but it is a more elaborate 
version than 03.heat_mpi. It exchanges the block boundaries as soon as 
possible. In addition, it tries to overlap computation and communication 
phases by using non-blocking MPI calls. 

• 09.heat_mpi_nbuffer: Parallel version using MPI, but slightly more elaborate 
version than 08.heat_mpi. Uses transposed row / columns for faster buildup of 
the wave front. 



 
Figure 4: Heat Performance 1x24 - 16x24 ranks, Intel Ivy Bridge 


